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In conformity with the principle of pru-

dence we can encounter a constituency of 

provisions which cumulate until the moment 

of their use, the volume of sums included in 

production are not precisely known.

They are determined by the end of fi-

-

lishing of financial status of an entity should 

be considered all predictable obligations and 

potential loss which appeared in the com-

-

value must develop a better estimation to 

the time of balance sheet of the necessary 

costs for erasing current obligation, gener-

ated by prior events. These provisions are 

accounted until the moment of their use in 

-

prior or present events make possible (litiga-

tions, granted warranty to clients, reorgani-

The International A ccounting Standards 

debate, in great detail, the problems con-

cerning defining, constructing and using 

contingent liabilities and contingent assets” 

define provisions as a “liability of uncertain 

timing or amount”.
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Constituency of Provisions

Abstract: Provisions are constituted for the purpose of complying with the principle of prudence. 

These are comprised into annual expenses until they are used. Their destination is to cover the expenses 

that prior or actual events make them possible. Indirectly, the provisions represent the equivalent of prob-

able debts generating loss or expenses. 
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A provision for being acknowledged 

in accountancy must fulfil the following 

conditions:

a) the entity has the legal or implied ob-

ligation, generated by a prior event;

the obligation is legal, if it results form 

legislation or as an effect of the law;

the obligation is implied, if it results 

in which through establishing a previ-

ous practice, through firm politics or 

through specifically enough declara-

tion indicated to partners to assume 

several responsibilities and as a result 

induced the idea they will pay their 

responsibilities;

b) the probability of out-resourcing 

which incorporates necessary economic sac-

rifice for paying a precise obligation;

c) plausible estimation of obligation 

value;

-

quires completing several steps:

establishing and supplementing pro-

-

ing provisions = 151 “Provisions as a 

part of asset costs”

“Bodily provisions” (initially esti-

mated costs with disassemble and 

moving of bodily immobilisations, as 

well as immobilisation position site 

restoration)

Supplementing (modification) of pro-

visions is effected for completion of the fi-

adjust to reflect a better current estimation. 

Thus, if, for reaching obligations, a necessity 

of an out-resourcing is no longer probable, 

the provision is annulled. 

-

vision by re-engaging at incomes:

from provisions”

the purpose for its initial recognition, pursu-

constituency of a provision with this precise 

purpose:

     (according to its nature)         3xx

                                                    4xx 

                                         “U sed resources   

                                          accounts”

re-engaged provisions:

from provisions”

be repaid by a third party, repayment should 

be acknowledged only when its receive is a 

certainty. R epayment should be considered 

with a different asset.

The acknowledged values for repay-

A store applies a policy of money return to 

unsatisfied buyers, return of goods, though 

it is not a legislative obligation. The money 

return policy is very well known.

The event which obligates is the selling 

of goods; fact that generates an implicit obli-

gation, for running a store induced to buyers 

the awaiting of reimbursement.
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It is probable that a part of sold goods to 

be returned as an effect of reimbursement.

A provision is acknowledged to the best 

estimation of reimbursement costs.

Accounting regulations which are in 

-

cover debts which nature is clearly defined 

and which to the time of balance sheet it is a 

on what concerns the values or specific time 

of their appearance.”

Provisions can not be used for adjusting 

asset value.

Subchapter 77 (completed with elements 

provisions for being acknowledged.

A provision is a debt with uncertain li-

ability and value.

must fulfil the following terms:

an entity has a current obligation gen-

erated by a previous event;

it is probable that an out-resourcing 

to be necessary to respect a specific 

obligation;

can be accomplished as a plausible es-

timation of obligation values.

A current obligation is developed as le-

Provisions stand out from other debts 

(commercial credits or implied though un-

-

tor connected with liability or value of future 

Provisions are not acknowledged by fu-

Thus, it will be acknowledged as pro-

visions, only the obligations generated by 

previous events, independent by future ac-

tion of entities (e.g. manner of running activ-

ity in the future). Such obligations are: fines 

or negative effects eliminating costs, caused 

to environment, punished by law, generating 

out-resourcing which incorporate economic 

benefits, regardless to future actions of en-

tities. Analogous, an entity acknowledges a 

provision for closure costs of an oil plant by 

terms of remedy damages already instated. 

Unlike this particular situation, an entity can 

develop the necessity or have the intention, 

due to commercial pressures or legal claims, 

activity in a certain manner (e.g. installing 

smoke filters in a specific factory).

procedure of manufacturing, it does not have 

-

fore will not acknowledge any provision.

Elements for provision constituency are 

litigations, fines and penalties, com-

pensation, damages an other uncer-

tain debts;

-

-

cerning the warrantee for clients;

pension and other similar obligations;

other provisions.

Accounting registration of provisions 

is accomplished in several ways, considering 

their nature, the purpose or object for which 

they have been constituted.

following constituency situations:
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selling or ending activity of a part of 

business;

closing

modifying the structure of manage-

in management;

important effect in the nature and 

purpose of entity activity.

of a legal obligation, are constituted by fol-

lowing general terms of acknowledgement of 

legal provisions and stipulations.

D efault obligation appears for an en-

-

tion if respected the following terms:

a) has an official detailed plan for reor-

activity or the respective part of 

activity;

-

tion plan;

which will be compensated for end-

ing activity, distribution and their 

position;

start time for implementing reorgani-

b)

-

ning implementation of a plan or announcing 

its main characteristics to affected ones.

In the case in which and entity begins 

characteristics to affected ones solely after bal-

its representation may influence economic 

decisions of users based upon financial situa-

tions, an informative activity is necessary.

-

clude only direct costs generated by reorga-

are generated necessarily by the pro-

are not connected with de continuous 

development of entity activity.

include costs as those connected by:

requalification or permanent person-

nel replacement ;

marketing ;

investment in new systems and distri-

bution networks.

state budget overdrafts are constituted in 

terms in which the overdrafts do not appear 

as debt in relation with the state.

Provisions must be strictly linked with 

-

due time of balance sheet, all available infor-

mation must be considered.

The acknowledged value as provision 

must build the best estimation to due time 

current obligation.

The best estimation of necessary cost for 

which an enterprise will pay rationally for fi-

G ain resulted by foreseen asset yield-

ing must not be considered in evaluation of 

a provision.

Provisions are evaluated before deter-

-

lated by fiscal legislation.

operations recorded in accounting note of 

VAD  S.A. society. 
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1.

-

Distinct record of client in litigation:

Provision constituency:

Simultaneously, provision for litigations annulment without an object:

-

In warrantee period, as a consequence for received complaints from clients, it is estimated that 

warrantee”

Buyer demanded improvements are made by a third commercial society, invoiced to pro-

399
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o

approved a detailed plan concerning activity restraint and effecting compensatory payments of 

C losing income account

-

The obligation for pension towards employee with a 5 year contract and sums constituted 

which will modify provisions are as following:
4

due.

-

lished by field specialists”.

Specialists calculated the final obligations as seen in the table below:

Year 1 2 3 4 5

Final obligation 1767 lei

Accountancy recordings:
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obligations” 475

Record of payment obligations for pension

-

Payment of pension fund

Annulment of constituted provision

Closing income account

Penalty payment

 Provision annulment 

Closure of income account

benefits.
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